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Summary.. On a high dispersion Zeeman plate of the 
Eu-Cr-Srr star HD 98088 several lines of Fe, Cr and Ti 
showw the 'crossover effect. The mean effective field 
strengthh in the magnetic regions where the lines arise 
iss - 8400  450 and + 7600 + 400 Gauss, respectively. 
Differentt ions show slightly different field strengths. 

Introductio n n 

Thee magnetic Ap star HD 98088 was found by Abt 
(1953)) to be a spectroscopic binary with a period of 
5?905.. A detailed description of the system is given 
byy Abt et al. (1968), who also detected some spectral 
liness due to the secondary component. The star belongs 
too the Eu-Cr-Sr group and its effective field strength 
variess from +800 to —1000 Gauss with the same 
periodd as the orbital one (Babcock, 1958). Babcock 
alsoo noticed that the crossover effect seems to be 
absent,, while most other magnetic stars of the same 
type,, with periodically reversing magnetic polarity 
showw the effect. We investigated coudé spectra (at 
5.44 A/mm) which were obtained by Conti at Lick 
Observatoryy in 1968. In April 1973 additional plates 
(withh a dispersion of 12 A/mm) at the crossover phases 
weree taken by van den Heuvel with the 152-cm 
telescopee of the E SO, La Silla, Chile. 

Thee Crossover  Effect 

Thee crossover effect arises when integrated light from 
twoo different regions of the stellar surface is observed 
withh a longitudinal Zeeman analyser: due to the 
differencee in projected rotational velocity of the two 
regions,, spectral lines which are formed in these 
regions,, are split or broadened in one of the two 
circularlyy polarized spectra at a certain phase (cf. 
Babcock,, i960; Preston, 1967). A similar splitting or 
broadeningg occurs half a period later in the spectrum 
off opposite polarity. The originally studied Lick-plate 
whichh shows the crossover effect corresponds to phase 
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.188 [cf. Fig. 2 of Babcock (I960)] where the effective 
fieldfield "crosses over" from negative to positive polarity. 
Anotherr Lick-plate taken at phase .40 {He maximum) 
off the magnetic cycle shows lines which are comparable 
inn strength and width in the two circularly polarized 
spectra,, in agreement with the expectation that at this 
phasee one only observes patches of the same magnetic 
polarity.. The high accuracy in X- and Y-direction of 
thee Faul-Coradi microphotometer of the Utrecht 
Observatoryy (better than 0.4 u in both directions) 
enabledd us to determine the field strengths of both 
positivee and negative magnetic patches from the 
splittingg of the lines on tracings of the left-hand 
circularlyy polarized spectrum. The difference in wave
lengthh between lines on the Fourier-noise filtered 
tracingss of the left- and right-hand circularly polarized 
spectraa could be determined to an accuracy better 
thann 0.002 A. 
Thee results are given in Table 1. Column 3 lists the 
z-valuess of the considered transitions, computed in 
LSS coupling, which for the iron peak elements seems 
aa good approximation (cf. Preston, 1969); Columns 4 
andd 5 give the displacements Akc of the lines arising 
inn a patch of negative and positive magnetic polarity, 
respectively,, in mA, where Akc is related to the 
observedd shift Ak by Akc = (4500//1)2 Ak. 
Somee examples of crossover effect in HD 98088 arc 
shownn in Fig. 1. The effect is especially clear for lines 
off Fe, Cr and Ti. As can be seen from Table 2, we find 
slightlyy different field strengths He for different ions, 
wheree He is given by He = 52.7x \&ZAkJZz (cf. Bab
cock,, 1958). 
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Tablee ! Zeeman displacements for lines showing the crossover 
effectt in HD 980X8 (see also text) 

A A 

4082.1 1 
4190.2 2 
4195.4 4 
4200.9 9 
423X.0 0 
4250.1 1 
4252.6 6 
4254.4 4 
4274.8 8 
4312.9 9 
4359.6 6 
4388.4 4 
4397.3 3 
4422.6 6 
4468.5 5 
4469.4 4 
4470.9 9 
4476.0 0 
4489.2 2 
4501.2 2 
4533.2 2 
4534.0 0 
4554.0 0 
4583.8 8 
4588.2 2 
4590.0 0 

Ion n 

Fei i 
Cri i 
Crn n 
Fee i 
Fee I 
Fei i 
Cm m 
Cri i 
Cr i i 
Tin n 
Cri i 
Fee I 
Cri i 
Fei i 
Tin n 
Fei i 
Tin n 
Fee I 
Fee II 
Tin n 
Til l 
Tin n 
Ban n 
Fen n 
Crn n 
Tin n 

1.25 5 
2.50 0 
1.40 0 
1.88 8 
1.75 5 
1.50 0 
1.20 0 
1.38 8 
1.96 6 
1.48 8 
1.25 5 
1.67 7 
2.00 0 
1.00 0 
1.06 6 
1.50 0 
1.27 7 
1.00 0 
1.50 0 

0.93 3 
1.40 0 
1.10 0 
1.17 7 
1.17 7 
1.07 7 
1.07 7 

(mA) ) 

425 5 
173 3 
230 0 
229 9 
282 2 
168 8 
168 8 
168 8 
166 6 
163 3 
266 6 
210 0 
314 4 
259 9 
203 3 
253 3 
203 3 
303 3 
251 1 

120 0 
246 6 
148 8 
195 5 
145 5 
192 2 
192 2 

(mA) ) 

243 3 
404 4 
173 3 
287 7 
169 9 
224 4 
112 2 
168 8 
111 1 
109 9 
266 6 
158 8 
367 7 
259 9 
203 3 
203 3 
203 3 
303 3 
251 1 

150 0 
246 6 
99 9 

146 6 
145 5 
192 2 
96 6 

Tablee 2. Mean effective field strengths for different ions in 
HDD 98088. He(~) and He( + ) are the strengths of the negative and 
positivee polarized spots respectively, n = number of measured lines 

Ion n 

Fee I 
Fee ii 
Fee I + II 
Cri i 
C m m 
Crr i + n 
Tii i 
Tin n 
Tii i + II 

alll lines 

n n 

8 8 
2 2 

10 0 
5 5 
3 3 
8 8 
1 1 
6 6 
7 7 

26 6 

(Gauss) ) 

9710++ 1140 
78200 + 
93600 + 
63000 + 
84700 + 
69300 + 
9260 0 
78500 + 
80900 + 
84000 t 

790 0 
940 0 
940 0 
410 0 
620 0 

610 0 
510 0 
450 0 

(Gauss) ) 

84200 + 960 
78200 + 790 
83100 + 770 
76300 + 960 
68500 + 900 
74100 + 650 
9260 0 
6560+710 0 
70100 + 650 
76400 + 400 

Similarr differences have been observed in other Ap 
starss (Wolff, 1969; Preston, 1970a). From the 26 lines 
studiedd the following mean effective field strengths 
forr the two iron peak patches were derived: 

HHcc,(-)--=,(-)--=  8400 + 450 Gauss 

HHcc(( +) = 7640  400 Gauss . 

AA mean rotational velocity of 6.9 km/s was adopted 
(wee assume here the same velocity for the two patches). 
Duee to the considerable width of the lines, the estimated 
uncertaintyy per line is about 3000 Gauss. All the 
individuallyy measured field strengths differ less than 
thiss value from the mean. 
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Fig.. 1. Positive crossover effect for 3 selected lines in the spectrum 
off HD 98088 at the phase where He = 0. The upper and lower parts 
off the figure represent the right- and left-hand circularly polarized 
spectrum,, respectively 

Discussionn of the Results 

Unfortunatelyy no other Lick plates (except one of bad 
quality)) were taken at one of the crossover phases. 
Thereforee some additional plates were taken in 1973 
att these phases. However, the dispersion of 12 A/mm 
provedd too low to reveal the effect. For some lines the 
effectt of crossover broadening can be seen, but it is 
impossiblee to measure the field strengths with sufficient 
accuracy.. The fact that the effect is only clearly visible 
onn microphotometer tracings of high dispersion spec
trogramss is probably also the reason why it has not 
beenn discovered before in this star. 
Thee rotational velocity obtained for the observed 
patchess is very low compared to the equatorial velocity 
off 25 km/s (Preston, 1970b). If the oblique rotator 
modell (Stibbs, 1950; Deutsch, 1954, 1958) is adopted 
andd if one considers an undisplaced dipole model 
forr the magnetic field of this star, one obtains a value 
off 75° for the angle fi between the rotational and the 
magneticc axis (cf. Preston, 1967). This angle doesn't 
changee much for a displaced dipole model (cf. Land-
street,, 1970). If the two patches are situated near the 
magneticc poles of the star one would expect a rotational 
velocityvelocity of 24 km/s instead of the observed velocity 
off 7 km/s. A possible explanation is that the iron 
peakk elements, for which the crossover effect is seen, 
aree not abundant at the magnetic poles but are more 
orr less concentrated in a broad belt or patches around 
thee magnetic dipole equator. In this picture the magnetic 
equatorr should divide the belt in two almost equal 
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Fig.. 2. Suggested model for the element distribution on the surface 
off the primary of HD 98088. The shaded area indicates the con
centrationn of the iron peak elements in a belt about 70° wide 
aroundd the magnetic dipole equator. The maximum abundance of 
thee rare earths is indicated by the hatched polar area (see also text) 

partss of opposite magnetic polarity. This idea is 
supportedd by the investigation of the Ap star a2 CVn 
(Pyper,, 1969) where the iron peak elements are con
centratedd in a belt consisting of four extended patches 
att the magnetic equator, while the rare earths are most 
abundantt near one of the magnetic poles. It should 
bee noticed that we do not observe the crossover effect 
inn the lines of rare earths in HD 98088, which might 
indicatee that also here these elements are concentrated 
mostlyy in a patch of one magnetic polarity. Such a 
distributionn is supported by the fact that the strength 
off the Euu lines exhibits a primary maximum at the 
phasee where the effective field reaches its maximum 
valuee (Abt et al, 1968). In the star HD 98088 the 
centerss of gravity of the belts of opposite polarity, 
wheree we measure the crossover effect would be 
separatedd in meridional direction by about 35°. The 
simplestt interpretation seems that we are dealing with 

justt one broad belt around the equator, about 70 
widee - as depicted in Fig. 2. 
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variable.. Thus, we decided to reobserve this star in 
ourr 1975 runs, which should permit us to have 
observationss over a much longer time interval. 

2.. Observations 

Informationn about the observation runs is listed in 
Tablee 1. In 1971, each VBV observation sequence was 
performedd as follows: first comparison star - second 
comparisonn star—program star—second comparison 
star—firstt comparison star. Each measurement of a star 
wass followed by one of the sky. We continued our 
observationss in 1975 in the uvby system. Furthermore 
eachh observation sequence was extended in the sense 
thatt the program star was observed also between the 
twoo comparison stars in order to ensure higher accuracy. 
Afterr a few nights, one of the comparison stars for 
HDD 73340, i.e. HD 74196, was omitted as it was 
suspectedd to be slightly variable and only the remaining 
comparisonn star was used. 
Thee standard deviation determined by two brightness 
measurementss of the same star in one sequence is less 
thann 0T004. However m, and cx indices have system
aticallyy larger standard deviations of about 0T007 for 
thee January 1975 runs. Observations with the Danish 
telescopee do not show the same effect; this is probably 
duee to the fact that this telescope is equipped with a 
simultaneouss multi-channel photometer while the ESO 
telescopee is not. This could suggest that short-term 
extinctionn variations enhance the experimental error by 
thee combination of non-simultaneous measurements in 
differentt filters. The standard deviation of the differential 
brightnesss (first comparison star relative to the second 
one,, as determined by the observations of one sequence) 
increasess from 0T004 in y to 0?008 in u. Differential 
colorss (b—y, v — b, u — v) show very low scatter however, 
resultingg in standard deviations smaller than 0T003. 
Thereforee y, b'—y, v — b and u — v were used to select 
possiblee periods by the technique described by Lafler 
andd Kinman(1965). 

3.. Reductions 

Thee extinction corrections were computed in the usual 
way,, defining average coefficients per night; transforma
tionn to the standard system was done by fitting compari
sonn stars and extinction stars to the uvby system of the 
cataloguee of bright southern stars (Grönbech et al., 
1975).. The mean colours of the comparison stars are 
givenn in Table 2. The present observations confirm the 
cataloguee values up to OT005 in two third of all cases. 
Onlyy two of the colour indices differ by more than 0T011, 
thee mrindex of HD 82428 ((T016) and the ct -index of 
HH D 63215 (0T018). Table 3 gives the approximate magni
tudee range of the four peculiar  stars. However transform
ationn from y to V is rather tentative for Ap stars since 

Tabicc 2. Colours of the comparison stars 

Star r <H H h-v h-v 

H DD 62712 
H DD 63215 
H DD 74071 
H DD 80447 
H DD 82428 
H DD 93163 
HDD 93194 

6.430 0 
5.884 4 
5.461 1 
6.631 1 
6.139 9 
5.755 5 
4.805 5 

- . 0 6 4 4 
- .048 8 
- . 0 7 0 0 
++ .045 
++ .156 
++ .051 
- .057 7 

.117 7 

.100 0 

.113 3 

.170 0 

.168 8 

.054 4 

.101 1 

.503 3 

.508 8 

.428 8 
1.131 1 
.835 5 
.342 2 
.359 9 

Tablee 3. Approximate observed colour ranges of the program stars 

Star r {V) {V) b-y b-y 

HDD 63401 
HDD 73340 
HDD 81009» 
HDD 92664 

6.30-6.36 6 
5.78-5.81 1 
6.528 8 
5.48-5.52 2 

- . 1 0 - --
- . 0 7 — — 

.098 8 
- . 09 9 

-.07 7 
.055 5 

.U-.16 6 
.11-.14 4 
.297 7 
.13-.14 4 

.41-.48 8 
400 41 
.732 2 
34.39 9 

*)) For HD81009 we give the mean colours as it was constant 
duringg the observation time. Grönbech et al. (1975) give (!') = 6.530, 
/>-yy = .088, m, =.288, c, =.787. 

wavelengthh dependence is quite complicated in this part 
off the visible spectrum [e.g. there are pronounced 
differencess between y and V lightcurves of H D 125248 
(Maitzenn and Moffat, 1972)]. Therefore we denote the 
resultingg visual magnitude as (V). It should be noticed 
thatt differences between instrumental y magnitudes and 
transformedd (V) never exceed .003. No attempt was 
madee to obtain standard values from the observations 
withh the Danish Telescope since the reductions reveal 
importantt zero-point changes. So Tables 2 and 3 are 
obtainedd from transformation of the ESO telescope 
observations.. However the difference between the uvby 
systemm of the ESO 50 cm and that of the Danish 
telescopee is rather small: differential magnitudes obtain
edd in both instrumental systems are intrinsically the 
same.. Thus we did not adopt a transformation from one 
instrumentall system to the other. 
AA complete list of the observations and the transforma
tionn formulae adopted are available from the authors 
uponn request. 

4.. Results 

Forr those cases in which the data enabled us to propose 
aa period only a plot is given; otherwise the observations 
aree tabulated. The plots were made after transformation 
too the uvby system of the catalogue of bright southern 
starss (Grönbech et ai, 1975). Phase zero is chosen 
arbitrarilyy as the time of the first observation. 

A.A. HD 63401 

Alll observations are plotted in Figure 1; phase zero 
correspondss to J.D. 2442427.56. The phases are 
computedd according to a period of 2?41. Considering 
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